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this information documented in any other existing data base. The Safety Board believes that the 
DOT/- inventory can be expanded in a cost-effective manner to include vettical profile data. 
The survey teams that currently collect state grade crossing data for inclusion into the D O T / M , / - \  - 
inventory could easily be trained to make vertical profile measurements and record this 
information. This would allow the identification of existing crossings that do not meet the 
AASHTO standards for highway vertical profiles. If a grade crossing has a high vertical profile 
and there are no immediate plans to close or correct the crossing, then advisory warning signs are 
wmanted as an interim measure until a permanent solution is available. 

Recent interviews and previous accident investigations conducted by the Safety Board 
have revealed that the degree of communication and cooperation between railroads and public 
entities regarding grade crossing activities varies widely. Railroad and public officials tend to 
communicate more on activities that involve funding of active crossings or the installation and 
maintenance of active warning devices, or that are likely to generate public complaints. The same 
level of communication does not exist when it comes to other crossing maintenance activities, 
particularly as they relate to passive crossings. CSXT, which operates more than 20,000 miles of 
track, performs crossing profile maintenance to ensure track vertical and horizontal alignment 
and adequate drainage, while State, local, and sometimes private entities are responsible for 
maintaining the alignment of the crossing approaches. When crossing maintenace is performed, 
CSXT does not always advise respective entities of these activities. By the s q e  token, in some 
cases local entities perform work to realign crossing approaches without informing the railroads. 
Thus, the Safety Board concludes that railroads and public entities do not routinely communicate 
with each other on grade crossing maintenance activities. 

This is an important issue, since the Safety Board believes that when tracks and/or 
roadway approaches are realigned, adjacent roadway approaches andor tracks also should be 
realigned (raised) commensurately; otherwise, a hump crossing is created. The Safety Board 
believes that railroads and public entities should work more closely with each other on crossing 
maintenance activities to pxevent the creation of hump crossings. When problem crossings are 
identified, milroad and highway entities should coordinate efforts to close or take appropriate 
corrective action to e l i i a t e  those crossings. Until that can be achieved, those entities should 
post warning signs and provide emergency information at all hump crossings. 

Therefore, the National Transportation Safety Board recommends that the Secretary of 
Transportation: 

Amend the Department of TransportatiodAssociation of American Railroads 
Grade Crossing Inventory data base to include vertical profile information on all 
highway/rail grade crossings in the United States. (Class II, Priority Action) 
03-96-1) 

Encourage and coordinate efforts between the railroad industry and State and local 
highway transportation officials to identify substandard grade crossing profiles - 
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Encourage States to post warning notices at hump crossings where.&gh profiles 
present potential hazards for highway vehicles and where such hazardous profiles 

'77 it., cannot be corrected in a timely manner. (Class II, Priority Action) (Hr96-3) -: t 
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Develop procedures and processes that will facilitate improved communication 
and coordination between the railroad industry and State and local highway 
transportation officials regarding crossing maintenance activittes so as to prevent 
the creation of hump crossings. (Class 11, Priority Action) @I-96-4) 

Also, the Safety Board issued Safety Recommendations H-96-5 to the Federal Highway 
Administration; R-96-1 to the American Public Transit Association; H-96-6 and -7 to the 
American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators; H-96-8 to the American Trucking 
Associations, Inc.; R-96-2 to the American Short Line Railroad Association; H-96-9 and -10 to 
Operation Lifesaver, Inc.; R-94-3 to Class I railroads and railroad systems; and 6 9 6 - 1  1 and -12 
to O&J Gordon Trucking Company. If you need additional information, you may call (202) 
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382-6208. 
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Chairman HALL, Vice Chairman FRANCIS, and Members HAhmMERSCHMIDT, 
GOGLIA, and BLACK concurred in these recommendations. 
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